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Abstract 
McDiarmid C.J.H. and A. Sanchez-Arroyo, An upper bound for total colouring of graphs, Discrete 
Mathematics 111 (1993) 3899392. 
We give an upper bound on the number of colours required to extend a given vertex colouring of 
a graph to a total colouring. This shows that for any simple graph there is a total colouring using at 
most :d + 3 colours, where A is the maximum vertex degree. 
1. Introduction 
Let G = ( V, E) be a graph without loops. When we talk about a colonring of a subset 
of I/WE, we shall always assume that it is proper; that is, no two adjacent or incident 
elements receive the same colour. A vertex colouring, edge colouring, total colouring is 
a proper colouring of V, E, VuE, respectively. The chromatic number x(G), edge 
chromatic number xc(G), total chromatic number x,(G) is the least number of colours in 
a vertex, edge, total colouring of G, respectively. 
Let d(G) be the maximum degree of a vertex in G. Let us restrict our attention 
temporarily to simple graphs (without multiple edges). Clearly, xp 3 d and x, 3 d + 1. 
It is well known that x < A + 1 and xe < A + 1. The total colouring conjecture is that 
xT< A+2 [l, lo]. Indeed, perhaps any vertex colouring with not too many colours 
extends to a total colouring with at most A + 2 colours? 
The total colouring conjecture has been verified for several special cases of graphs, 
including, for example, complete graphs (see [2,4] for surveys). We are interested here 
in upper bounds on the total chromatic number or. Of course, trivially, xr < x + xe. 
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Kostochka [6] showed in 1977 that xT<*A for multigraphs with A 26. For related 
results see, for example, [4]. 
Recently, Hind [S] has shown that xT<xe+2 r&l. It has also been shown that if 
k is an integer, with k! at least the number of vertices, then xr<xe+ k+ 1, and that 
‘most’ graphs satisfy or = A + 1 (see [7,8]). Let us now state our main result, together 
with a corollary. 
Theorem 1.1. For any graph, any vertex colouring with p colours extends to a total 
colouring with number of colours at most 
max(p, ze)+5min(p, x,)+4. 
For a more precise result see Lemma 2.3. By Brooks’ theorem, x(G) d A(G) for any 
connected graph G which is not complete or an odd cycle. Hence, using also Vizing’s 
theorem we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.2. For any simple graph, 
This is similar to a result attributed to Yap in [4]. 
2. Proof of the theorem 
Our proof hinges on the following two preliminary lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G=(V, E) be a graph with A(G)Q2, let WS. V, and let 4: W H 
(1, . . . ,4} be a partial vertex colouring of G. Then there is an edge colouring 
$:Ew{l, . ...4} such that 4u$ is a (proper) colouring of WuE, and if cC/(e)= 1 then 
ec W. 
Proof. It suffices to assume that G is a cycle. Define &i : VW{ 1, . . . ,4) by setting 
#i(v)=~$(v) if VEW and 4i(u)= 1 otherwise. 
Case (i): Suppose that there exist consecutive vertices u, 11 and w on the cycle so that 
c$J~(u)#c$,(w) and dr(w)# 1. Now we assign colour bl(w) to the edge {u,v}. Next we 
colour one after another the edges {x, y) around the cycle away from w, avoiding the 
colours $i(x) and 4i(y). Observe that at each edge, including the last edge (v, w}, there 
are at most 3 colours unavailable, and, so, we can indeed construct $ using only 
colours 1, . . . ,4. 
Case (ii): Suppose now that case (i) does not hold. If G is an odd cycle, then 4i uses 
only colour 1; and we can easily construct tj using colours 2,3 and 4. If G is an even 
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cycle, then C#I~ uses at most two colours and we can construct $ from two unused 
colours. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let G=(V, E) be a graph, let WE V and let 4: WN {l, . . . ,4) be a partial 
vertex colouring. Suppose that there are k matchings in G such that the subgraph 
H obtained by deleting them has A(H)62 (certainly, this is true if k=xe(G)-2). Then 
there is an edge colouring $ : E H { 1, . . , k +4j such that @_J$ is a (proper) colouring of 
WV E, and if $(e) = 1 then e E W. 
Proof. If A (G) d 2, then the result follows immediately from Lemma 2.1. So, suppose 
that A(G)>3. Let ES,..., Ekf4 be k matchings such that the graph H obtained by 
deleting them has d(H) < 2. Now apply Lemma 2.1 to H. 0 
Define t(O), t(l), . . . , t(4) to be l,$, 2, t, 5, respectively. For any integer n let 
t(n) = t(i), where n = i (mod 5) 0 < id 4. 
Lemma 2.3. Let G = (V, E) be a gruph, let VI, . . . , VP be disjoint stable sets of vertices, 
and let W= VIv ... u VP. Then there is a colouring 4 of WuE using at most 
max(p,Xe)+~min(p,X,)+t(min(p,X,)) 
colours such that 4(v) = i for v~V~,for each i= 1, . . . ,p. 
(Note that when W= V we obtain the theorem.) 
Proof. Suppose first that we know the result for the case p<xe, and let p>xp. Apply 
the known result to VI, . . . , V,, and then use p - xe new colours for V,= + 1, . . , VP. This 
uses at most [xe +$ xe+ t(XJ] + (p -XJ colours, as required. Hence, it suffices to 
consider the case p<xJG). 
Assume first that p = 5k - 1, where k 3 2. Let & : E ++ { 1, . . . , xe} be an edge colour- 
ing of G. Forj=l,...,k let Wj=V4j_3 u ...u Vdj, and let Ej be the set of edges 
coloured with colours 4j - 3, . . . ,4j. For j = 1, . . , k apply Lemma 2.2 to the vertex sets 
Vaj-3, . , Vbj (with union Wj) in the graph on V with edge set Ej. Thus, we find 
a colouring ~,:W,u...uW,uE~~1,...,~,+2k} such that rbI(v)=i for VEK, 
i= 1, . . . ,4k and each edge e coloured 4j satisfies e s Wj, forj= 1, . , k. We must next 
remove colour i from each edge e incident with vi, for each i = 4k + 1, . , p. 
Suppose then that 41(e)=i, where i=4k+j, 1 <j<k- 1, and eis incident with Vi/i;let 
Me) = 
4k if e E(K, Wj), 
4j if e E(K, V\Wj), 
apart from these edges let 42 agree with c#I~. Now we may extend #2 to a colouring 43 
of WuE by setting $J~(v) = i, for VE Vi, i = 4k + 1, . . . , p. 
To see that the edges coloured 4k by C#I~ form a matching note that the sets 
Of vertices Wk,(V4/4k+jU Wj) j= 1, . . . , k- 1 are pairwise disjoint. Also for each 
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j=l , . . . , k - 1 the edges coloured 4j form a matching, since the sets of vertices Wj and 
(V4k+j u V\ Wj) are disjoint. Observe that 43 uses at most ~,+2k colours. 
Finally, write p = 5k- 1 +r, where k 20 and O,<r 64 (we are still assuming that 
p 6 xc(G)). From the above case and Lemma 2.2 it follows that there is a colouring, as 
desired, with number of colours at most Xe+2k+min(r, 2), and this equals 
Xe+#P+t(p) for all p> 1. 0 
Note that Petersen’s theorem states that any cubic bridgeless graph has a perfect 
matching (see [3, pp. 195-2011). If we apply Lemma 2.2 to such a graph, we find that 
any 4-vertex colouring of a cubic bridgeless graph extends to a 5-total colouring. It is 
easy to deduce from this Rosenfeld’s result [9] that if d(G)<<, then xT(G)6 5. 
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